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Abstract. We outline a proposal for a research program leading to a new par-
adigm, architectural framework, and prototypical implementation, for the cog-
nitively inspired anchoring of an agent’s learning, knowledge formation, and
higher reasoning abilities in real-world interactions: Learning through interac-
tion in real-time in a real environment triggers the incremental accumulation and
repair of knowledge that leads to the formation of theories at a higher level of
abstraction. The transformations at this higher level filter down and inform the
learning process as part of a permanent cycle of learning through experience,
higher-order deliberation, theory formation and revision.
The envisioned framework will provide a precise computational theory, algorith-
mic descriptions, and an implementation in cyber-physical systems, addressing
the lifting of action patterns from the subsymbolic to the symbolic knowledge
level, effective methods for theory formation, adaptation, and evolution, the an-
choring of knowledge-level objects, real-world interactions and manipulations,
and the realization and evaluation of such a system in different scenarios. The ex-
pected results can provide new foundations for future agent architectures, multi-
agent systems, robotics, and cognitive systems, and can facilitate a deeper under-
standing of the development and interaction in human-technological settings.
1 A Harmonic Analogy
Natural agents in many situations in their reasoning seem to rely on an enormous rich-
ness of representations (multimodal, grounded, embodied and situated), with many
layers of representation at different levels of abstraction, together with dynamic re-
organization of knowledge. Also, real-world situations require agents to perform what
can be interpreted as dynamic changes or alignments of representation, as different
agents might use different languages and levels of description. Unfortunately, when try-
ing to follow the natural example by transferring and (re)creating this representational
richness and diversity to artificial agents, the resulting mismatches cannot be cured by
standardization, but arise due to differences in the environment, tasks to be solved, lev-
els of abstraction, etc. Additionally, real-world applications also demand online and
bidirectional learning that takes place in real-time, as well as the adaptation to changes
in the environment, to the presence of new agents, and to task changes.
A conceptually similar situation presents itself in the domain of music: Music ap-
pears on different levels as there are, among others, a physical level (audio data), a
MIDI level, a chord progression level, a harmonic, melodic, rhythmic level, a score
level, a structural level of a piece of music, a (semantic) meta-level for describing mu-
sic. Concerning the interaction and transfer of information between levels, in certain
cases there are obvious mappings (e.g. MIDI level to score to harmonic structure), in
others there are partial or incomplete mappings (e.g. harmonic structure to score, rhyth-
mic to physical level), in others there are fuzzy or tentative mappings (e.g. melody to
harmony (in an idiom) or to rhythmic level (in an idiom), physical to structural level of
a piece of music), and between others there are no mappings at all (e.g. MIDI level to
semantic/meta level, melodic level to structural to harmonic level). Also, music can be
described in different representation formats on all levels. A piece of music can then be
considered as a multi-layered multi-representational entity with certain connections and
constraints (in form of relations, mappings etc.) between the layers, where, for instance,
changing the chord progression influences (in an obvious, partial, or fuzzy way) many
(but not all) other levels.
From a functional perspective, pieces of music that have been analyzed in such a
multi-representational way could, among others, be used to learn or to detect obvious
mappings between the layers, to detect novelties and correlations, to systematically
unfold the specific properties of pieces (or classes thereof)/idioms/genres of music, or
to find the invariant properties of music (e.g. a change of melody changes systematically
the score, but does not affect the larger structure of the piece).
Returning to the agent setting by way of analogy we envision a system operating
on different levels of representations (corresponding to different formal layers in the
system’s architecture) similar to the musical case. The hierarchy could consist, for in-
stance, of a (lowest) neural layer learning on the perception/motor level, an anchoring
layer learning elementary (semi-)symbolic representations of objects, a reactive layer
taking over in critical situations, a deep learning layer learning on more abstract levels,
a symbolic layer doing reasoning and planning, and a (higher) symbolic layer providing
the core ontology. Like in music, some of these layers have obvious, some have partial,
some have fuzzy, and some have no mappings/relations between themselves.
Now, a corresponding architecture should be in a “pre-established” harmony: Trig-
gering an abstract plan to move from A to B should result in the motor action to move
from A to B, classifying on the neural level a certain perceptual input such as, for in-
stance, a chair should result in the activation of the concept “chair” in the ontology or
the working memory, and so on. And whilst the basic links might be hard coded, learn-
ing a new concept on the subsymbolic level should somehow result in a new concept
entry in the ontology, i.e., there should be interaction between the different layers in
terms of information and conceptualizations. Finally, when thinking about a simulated
or actual system that is operating on these interacting levels in a multi-representational
manner it should allow for similar mechanisms and interactions as in the music case.
2 The Core Ideas
Addressing the challenges outlined in the previous section and taking inspiration in
the sketched analogy to the musical domain, we propose the development of a new ap-
proach and integrated techniques that will enable the sustainable and accessible creation
of large-scale integrated knowledge repositories for use by multi-agent systems or as
part of a cyber-physical system. In this note, we suggest a research program for the com-
munity working on embedded intelligence. This program for ’anchoring knowledge in
interaction’, aims at developing, theoretically and practically, a conceptual framework
and corresponding architecture that model an agent’s knowledge, thinking, and acting
truly as interrelated parts of a unified cognitive capacity. That is, knowledge is seen
as multi-layered phenomenon that appears at different levels of abstraction, promotes
interaction between these levels of abstraction, is influenced by the interaction between
agent and environment (potentially including other agents), and is essentially linked
to actions, perception, thinking, and being. The program’s long term vision, thus, is a
radically new paradigm in what concerns interaction styles (which are action-centered,
embodied, multi-modal), knowledge repositories (with different levels and forms of
knowledge representation, as, e.g., multi-modal, hybrid), and user modeling and com-
munication through learning and adaptation.
The scientific aims of the described endeavor target advances at different concep-
tual and topical levels (covering, among others, all three levels of analysis of a cognitive
system described in [19]) . On the embodiment level, it shall be shown that elementary
forms of representations can be learned from an agent’s interactions within an environ-
ment. The resulting multi-modal representations may be noisy, they may be uncertain
and vague, it may be the case that different agents have different languages for rep-
resenting knowledge, or that changes in the environment may come into play. On this
level, building on recent advances in the study of embodied cognition, the main de-
velopment will therefore be an extension of the well-known anchoring framework in
robotics [5] to grounding not only objects, but also certain general observable proper-
ties appearing in the environment.
The embodiment view of knowledge provides an interaction-based neural represen-
tation of knowledge that is not represented at the conceptual level. Neural systems can
promote robust learning from data, as part of an online learning and reasoning cycle to
be measured in terms of an improved experience, a faster adaptation to a new task, and
the provision of clear descriptions. On this level, a lifting procedure shall be specified
that will produce descriptions, thus lifting grounded situations and an agent’s action
patterns to a more abstract (symbolic) representation, using techniques from machine
learning like deep networks and analogy-making. This can be seen as a natural conse-
quence of recent research developed for deep learning and neural-symbolic computing,
the crucial added value over the state of the art being the combination of these new
methodologies with analogical transfer of information between representation systems.
Knowledge at a symbolic level is usually considered to be static and error-intolerant.
Due to the fact that initial multi-modal representations lifted from the subsymbolic level
can be error-prone, and that different agents might use different and a priori possibly
incompatible representation languages, the program’s objective at the level of symbolic
representations is a dynamic re-organization based on ontology repair mechanisms,
analogy, concept invention, and knowledge transfer. These mechanisms foster adap-
tation of an agent to new situations, the alignment between representations of different
agents, the reformulation of knowledge entries, and the generation of new knowledge.
In summary, the envisioned account of the emergence of representations through
cognitive principles in an agent (or multi-agent) setting can be conceptualized as fol-
lows: Grounding knowledge in cognitively plausible multimodal interaction paradigms;
lifting grounded situations into more abstract representations; reasoning by analogy and
concept blending at more abstract levels; repair and re-organization of initial and gen-
erated abstract representations.
Applications for such a framework are manifold and not limited to the “classical”
realm of robotic systems or other embodied artificial agents. Also, for instance, future
tools in e-learning education – in order to guarantee sustainable and life-long learning
tools for different groups of learners – will focus on aspects such as, for instance, adap-
tivity to target groups of learners, modeling of the knowledge level of group members,
multi-modality, integration of a richer repertoire of interaction styles of learning includ-
ing action-centered set-ups, promotion of cooperative and social learning, etc. Such de-
vices are inconceivable without a cognitive basis, adaptation, multiple representations,
concept invention, repair mechanisms, analogical transfer, different knowledge levels,
and robust learning abilities.
3 The Core Objectives
The core idea is that knowledge is multi-layered, i.e. there is no static, fixed, and def-
inite representation of knowledge, rather agents have to adapt, learn, and re-organize
knowledge continuously on different levels while interacting with other agents and their
environment. Thus, the future architecture aims to anchor and embody knowledge by
the interaction between the agent and its environment (possibly including other agents),
to give an approach to lift the resulting situated action patterns to a symbolic level, to
reason by analogy on the abstract and the subsymbolic level, to adapt, or in case of
clashes, repair the initial representations in order to fit to new situations, and to evaluate
the approach in concrete settings providing feedback to the system in a reactive-adaptive
evolutionary cycle.
The project’s scope is primarily focused on providing answers to several longstand-
ing foundational questions. Arguably the most prominent among these, together with
answers based on the conceptual commitments underlying the discussed research pro-
gram, are:
1.) How does knowledge develop from the concrete interaction sequences to the ab-
stract representation level? The crucial aspect is the lifting of grounded situations to
more abstract representations.
2.) How can experience be modeled? Experience can be explained by deep learning.
3.) How is deeper understanding of a complex concept made possible? Theory repair
makes precisely this possible.
4.) To which extent do social aspects play a role? Analogical transfer of knowledge
between agents is a central aspect concerning efficient and flexible learning and under-
standing.
Although efforts are directed towards reintegrating the different aspects of agent
cognition spanning from abstract knowledge to concrete action, there is also a strong
drive toward new concepts and paradigms of cognitive and agent-based systems. A
fresh look at the embodiment problem is proposed, as the envisioned account goes
significantly beyond the perception-action loop and addresses the problem of the pos-
sibility of higher intelligence where it occurs, namely at the level of the emergence of
abstract knowledge based on an agent’s concrete interaction with the environment. Sim-
ilarly, learning aspects are tackled not only on a technical level, but furthermore pushed
beyond the technical area by gaining inspiration from cognitive science and concept-
guided learning in the sense of analogical learning and concept blending, as well as
from newer findings in neural networks learning.
4 Structure and Methods
The new approach for modeling knowledge in its breadth, namely from its embodied
origins to higher level abstractions, from the concrete interaction between an agent and
its environment to the abstract level of knowledge transfer between agents, and from the
holistic view of knowledge as an interplay between perception, (inter)action, and rea-
soning to specific disembodied views of knowledge, touches on different aspects and
fields of research. It therefore requires the integration of expressive symbolic knowl-
edge representation formalisms, relational knowledge, variables, and first-order logic
on the one hand with representations of sensorimotor experiences, action patterns, con-
nectionist representations, and multi-modal representations on the other.
The different topics above will be formalized, algorithmically specified, imple-
mented in running applications and evaluated. With respect to the formalization, re-
search methods from machine learning (e.g. cross-validation [9] or layer-wise model
selection [1] in deep networks) will be used to learn conceptual knowledge from sub-
symbolic data, i.e. to extract knowledge from such networks in order to lift and enable
transfer learning on the conceptual level. This type of conceptual knowledge will be
used as input to the analogy-making process to generate new concepts by abstraction
and transfer of knowledge in a domain-independent and multi-modal setting. The for-
malization of the analogy process, including the computation of generalizations [21],
and the multi-modal embodied representations potentially change the signatures of the
underlying language(s). Therefore, the theory of institutions [8] will be used as method-
ology in which dynamic changes of languages can be rigorously formalized. The repair
of theories and concept invention mechanisms will be linked to analogy-making and are
methodologically formalized in a higher-order logical framework [3, 17].
The corresponding research program is structured into interrelated thrusts:
1.) Cognitive Foundations of Knowledge: New embodied approaches to understand-
ing human cognition, augmenting the traditional symbol manipulation-based accounts,
emphasize the importance of sensorimotor interactions as part of knowledge forma-
tion [10]. Thereby, they provide the starting point for a systematic assessment of ba-
sic learning signatures in the presence of different sensorimotor experiences, leading
to recommendations for the development of cognitively-inspired formal frameworks
for embodied computation, in particular, for the specification of learning mechanisms,
analogy, and repair mechanisms.
Together with approaches from computational neuroscience and network-level cog-
nitive modeling (as, e.g., the recently proposed framework of conceptors in dynamical
system models [15]) work in this thrust will create the cognitively-inspired foundations
and low-level input representations and content for the subsequent stages of processing
and reasoning.
2.) Anchoring Knowledge in Perception, Action, and Interaction: Anchoring [5] in
robotic systems is the problem of how to create, and to maintain in time and space
the connection between the symbol- and the signal-level representations of the same
physical object. Anchoring this far is concerned with the grounding of symbols that
refer to specific object entities, i.e. anchoring can be considered as a special case of the
symbol grounding problem limited to physical objects.
While different approaches to solving this foundational problem have been pro-
posed [4], a satisfactory answer is still elusive and the arising difficulties are manifold:
In a distributed system, individual agents may need to anchor objects from perceptual
data coming either from sensors embedded directly on the robot or information com-
ing from external devices. Further, agents each with their own anchoring module may
need to reach a consensus in order to successfully perform a task in a cooperative way.
Also Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)-oriented communication about objects requires a
coordinated symbol-percept link between human and robot.
In the envisioned framework, building on [16]’s results on cooperative anchoring
and on [6]’s symbiotic HRI robotic systems, anchoring happens under even more gen-
eral conditions: anchoring is performed both top-down and bottom-up during learning;
new symbols for new objects and categories are dynamically introduced by repair and
concept invention mechanisms; the denotation of a symbol used in communication must
be consistent across the communicating agents; anchoring must enable the establish-
ment of analogical links across different agents.
3.) Lifting Knowledge from the Subsymbolic to the Symbolic Level: The elementary
forms of representations referred to above, which may be noisy, vague, and uncertain,
have been made suitable for learning through the use of neural networks, notably re-
cently deep networks.
Deep learning is a form of representation learning aiming at discovering multiple
levels of representation. Also, recent advances in the area of deep learning have shown
promising results when applied to real-time processing of multimodal data [7], and
state-of-the-art deep learning methods and algorithms have been able to train deep net-
works effectively when applied to different kinds of networks, knowledge fusion, and
transfer learning [2]. However, more expressive descriptions and forms of representa-
tion have become more difficult to obtain from neural networks.
Following a neural-symbolic approach, neural learning will be combined with tem-
poral knowledge representation using variations of the Restricted Boltzmann Machine
model [14]. The resulting approach will offer a method for validating hypotheses through
the symbolic description of the trained networks whilst robustly dealing with uncer-
tainty and errors through a Bayesian inference model. Furthermore, the use of Ga¨rden-
fors’ “conceptual spaces” [11] to link symbolic and subsymbolic data, as done in [16],
will also be investigated and tested for its applicability and feasibility in the proposed
complex sensing, learning, and reasoning cycle.
4.) Analogy/Blending: Analogy is classically understood as a method to detect and
operate on structural commonalities between two domains, and in cognitive science and
cognitive AI has been applied to a variety of tasks, e.g. intelligence tests [18], learning
with sketches [20], or naive physics [21]. Unfortunately, until now analogy engines
are designed only for highly specialized domains, neither multi-modal representations
nor embodied interaction with the environment is taken into account, abstraction and
knowledge projection from source to target are usually restricted to a few stages of
analogical comparisons, and repair strategies for faulty inputs are rather limited.
The described approach brings analogical reasoning from a computer science per-
spective closer to its cognitive origins: generalizability, multi-modal representations,
and embodied interaction with the environment are considered to be essential for analogy-
making in this project. Furthermore, analogies will directly be linked to repair mech-
anisms in order to facilitate the resolution of errors. Thus, analogies are re-considered
concerning their foundations and re-conceptualized concerning their methodological
basis, as well as their applications.
5.) Concept Formation/Reformation: An important way in which new concepts are
formed is by the evolution of existing concepts that have proved inadequate: Such inad-
equacies are often revealed by failures of inference using the old concepts. Researchers
lately explored how these inadequacies can trigger conceptual change in different do-
mains as, e.g., physics [17] or in ontologies [12].
The resulting domain-specific diagnosis and repair mechanisms bore strong simi-
larities to each other: The so called reformation algorithm (a modification of unifica-
tion) is an attempt to capture the generality behind these mechanisms and provide a
domain-independent diagnosis and repair mechanism for conceptual change (cf. [3] for
an example). Based on this approach, generic mechanisms for repairing agents’ faulty
representations (especially those produced by imperfect analogies) will be developed,
implemented, and evaluated in a variety of domains going far beyond current (domain
specific) solutions.
5 First Steps Towards an Implementation
At the current stage, the suggested research program is still mostly in its conception and
planning phase. Nonetheless, a basic conceptual architecture (see Fig. 1) can already be
laid out based on the considerations discussed in the previous sections: depending on
the perspective and degree of abstraction, this architecture can either be sub-divided into
five hierarchical layers (respectively corresponding to the five thrusts sketched in the
previous section) or can be conceptualized as structured in three (partially overlapping)
functional components. In the latter case, the cognitive foundations and the anchoring
layer are combined into a low-level subsymbolic module, analogy/blending and concept
formation/repair into a high-level symbolic module, and anchoring, knowledge lifting,
and analogy into an intermediate module bridging in the direction from the low-level
to the high-level component. Concerning the individual modules, interaction happens
both between layers within components (as, e.g., between analogy/blending and con-
Fig. 1. An overview of the conceptual structure, functional components, and the interplay be-
tween layers of the envisioned architecture implementing the cycle of learning through experi-
ence, higher-order deliberation, theory formation and revision.
cept formation/reformation layer) as well as across components (as, e.g., through the
feedback from the concept formation/reformation to the anchoring). This results in an
architecture adhering to and implementing the “harmonic analogy” setting from the in-
troductory section, with changes in one layer propagating to others in order to maintain
a “harmonic” configuration.
Within the low-level module, conceptors and similar approaches are employed in or-
der to establish a certain initial structure of the perceptual input stream on a subsymbolic
level, additionally reinforcing the proto-structure already imposed by the properties of
the embodiment-inspired approach to computation. This initial structure can then be
used as basis upon which the anchoring layer operates, coupling elements of this struc-
ture to objects and entities in the perceived environment and/or to action-based percepts
of the agent. This coupling goes beyond the classical accounts of anchoring in that not
only correspondences on the object/entity level are created, but also properties and at-
tributes of objects/entities are addressed. Thus, subsymbolic correspondences between
the initial structured parts of the perceptual input stream as representational vehicles and
their actual representational content are established. These vehicle-content pairs then
can be arranged in a hierarchical structure, both on object/entity level and on connected
object/entity-specific property levels, based on general attributes of the perceptual in-
put stream (as, e.g., order of occurrence of the respective structures, relations between
structures) hinting at elements of the representational content, and on direct properties
of the representations in their function and form as representational vehicles.
Within the high-level module, analogy and blending are applied on rich logic-based
representations to find corresponding concepts and knowledge items, to transfer and
adapt knowledge from one context into an analogically-related similar one, and to com-
bine existing concepts into new concepts based on analogical correspondences between
the inputs. Still, these processes are error-prone in that they can reveal inconsistencies
between existing concepts, or can introduce new inconsistencies by concept combina-
tion or concept transfer and adaptation. Arising inconsistencies can then be addressed
by the top-level concept formation and reformation layer, allowing to repair inconsis-
tent symbolic representations through manipulations of the representational structure
and to introduce new representations or concepts by introducing new representational
elements – and, when doing so, informing and influencing the subsymbolic anchoring
layer to perform corresponding adaptations in its vehicle-content correspondences.
Finally, the intermediate module bridging from low-level to high-level processing
takes the correspondences between representing structures and representational content
established by the anchoring layer, and uses deep learning techniques for representation
learning in order to lift the subsymbolic vehicle-content pairs to a logic-based form of
representation. Here, the corresponding learning process will take into account already
existing knowledge on the symbolic side by way of analogy both, over vehicle-content
pairs and over the learning process itself (i.e., resulting in a form of cross-informed
transfer learning): When presuming a (fairly low) basic level of continuity of the en-
vironment and the perceptual input stream, on the one hand, over time the symbolic
forms of newly lifted vehicle-content pairs most likely will share analogical common-
alities with already existing concept and knowledge items which can then be used to
foster the lifting process, while on the other hand successive or parallel lifting processes
also can cross-inform each other leveraging the analogical structure over processes and
exploiting shared or similar sub-parts.
6 (Far) Beyond Multi-Level Data Fusion
At first sight, similarities between the proposed research project and work in multi-level
data fusion might be suggested, questioning the sketched approach’s novelty or added
value over existing accounts.
Still, the differences are significant. Data fusion tries to leverage the advantage of
receiving several data streams concerning the same source for getting a more precise
characterization of the source: “data fusion techniques combine data from multiple sen-
sors and related information from associated databases to achieve improved accuracy
and more specific inferences than could be achieved by the use of a single sensor alone.”
[13]. Even when leaving aside the targeted improvements and extensions to existing
techniques, such as performing anchoring also on the attribute level, the ambition of the
research project sketched in this paper goes far beyond this: The final goal is the de-
velopment of a cognitively-inspired combination of low-level sensing with high-level
reasoning in an attempt of anchoring (symbolic) knowledge in (subsymbolic) percep-
tion and (inter)action in a continuous feedback loop.
If successful, this would in all likelihood constitute a significant step towards the
(re)creation of the foundation for cognitive capacities and forms of reasoning in next
generation systems in artificial intelligence, as well as major progress towards develop-
ing a computational test bench and agent model for theories from cognitive science.
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